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PLANNING FOR HIGH PENETRATIONS

In many parts of the country, legislative and regulatory promotion of renewable generation at the distribution-level (“distributed generation” or “DG”) has significantly expanded the installed capacity of DG interconnected to utility distribution systems. It has also greatly increased requests to interconnect DG. In areas with the most robust DG growth, applications to interconnect new generation, particularly solar photovoltaic (PV) generation, have overwhelmed utility interconnection processes and caused project delays and, in some cases, prohibitive cost increases. In areas where DG penetration (installed DG capacity relative to customer load) is already high, these delays and increased costs have slowed DG growth and resulted in public criticism of utilities’ interconnection processes.

A well-designed interconnection process can contribute significantly to facilitating DG growth. Interconnection processes aim to satisfy the dual objectives of allowing utilities to maintain electric power system safety, reliability and power quality while also providing a transparent, efficient and cost-effective path to interconnect a generator on a predictable timeframe. To balance these objectives, interconnection processes often use penetration-based screening that increases the level of technical review as the DG penetration level on a circuit increases.

Penetration-based screening is broadly used in the United States to quickly review DG interconnection requests at lower penetrations, particularly penetrations below 15 percent of customer peak load on a distribution circuit. However, at higher penetrations there is a lack of consensus on how much review is necessary. One approach that has been recently adopted in California and Hawaii is to roughly divide generators on the basis of whether their capacity may exceed 100 percent of minimum customer load on a distribution feeder. A utility will have broad discretion in these states to assess potential impacts to safety, reliability and power quality both above and below this threshold, but below the threshold, it will have less time to assess potential impacts. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) recently issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) that would revise the federal Small Generator Interconnection Procedures (SGIP) to mirror the approach used in California and Hawaii.¹ One recently released study from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), and another study from NREL, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) also support this approach.²

The California and Hawaii processes improve the timeliness, transparency, and cost-effectiveness of interconnecting a generator at higher penetrations, but the processes are still largely reactive, waiting for an application to interconnect a generator before potential impacts to safety, reliability and power quality may be assessed. The reactive nature of this approach means that the hosting capacity of a distribution circuit (the ability to accommodate new DG without upgrading the circuit) is determined after an interconnection request is received, if it is determined at all.

To better facilitate interconnection of high penetrations of DG, some utilities are beginning to consider approaches to proactively study distribution circuits in an effort to determine—in advance—their hosting capacities. These approaches generally use a two-step process. The first
step utilizes modeling to determine the ability of distribution circuits to host DG. The second step leverages existing distribution system planning efforts to anticipate DG growth. Where anticipated growth exceeds a distribution circuit’s hosting capacity, the utility can identify additional infrastructure that may be necessary to accommodate the anticipated growth. The results of a proactive study inform the processing of subsequent interconnection requests by estimating in advance the level of DG that can be accommodated without impacts. At higher penetration levels, a utility will have foreknowledge of the upgrades that may be required to ensure maintenance of safety, reliability and power quality standards.

This paper discusses proactive planning efforts that are being contemplated or implemented by utilities across the United States. Drawing upon these efforts, this paper proposes an Integrated Distribution Planning (IDP) approach to proactive planning for DG growth. IDP leverages existing tools from distribution system planning to estimate the hosting capacity of distribution circuits in advance of a utility studying a particular interconnection request. IDP also analyzes a circuit’s ability to accommodate anticipated DG growth and identifies any potential infrastructure upgrades needed to accommodate that growth.

In addition to introducing the concept of IDP, this paper discusses the ways in which IDP can increase the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of interconnecting DG at high penetrations while maintaining the safety, reliability and power quality of utility distribution systems. It also discusses potential implementation issues. One such issue is cost allocation; specifically, how to allocate the cost of distribution upgrades between generators and possibly even between generators and ratepayers. While we recognize this is an important consideration, cost allocation requires a more thorough examination than would be allowed in this introductory concept paper. Accordingly, we only provide some broad comments on the issue in this paper and hope to address it in further detail in a follow-up paper.
The success of policies promoting PV resources has caused a high volume of interconnection requests from both small and large PV projects for many utilities. In 2005, utilities and developers installed only 79 Megawatts (MW) of grid-connected PV capacity across the United States. Six years later, the grid-connected solar PV capacity installed in just one year totaled 1,856 MW, over 23 times the cumulative amount installed just six years earlier and more than double the capacity that had been installed the prior year. Annual grid-connected PV capacity almost doubled again in 2012 to 3,153 MW (see figure 2 below), which brought the grid-connected PV capacity in the United States to 7,000 MW by the end of that year. That is a 4000-percent increase in 7 years.

In 2011, the nation’s most PV-active utilities integrated almost 1,500 MW-ac of new solar capacity, the equivalent of six natural gas power plants. Solar Electric Power Association’s (SEPA) 2011 Utility Solar Rankings Report describes the incredible undertaking that interconnecting all of these new generators can mean, particularly for utilities in states with the highest penetrations of solar:

Utilities are adapting to solar as their fastest growing electricity source. In 2011, utilities interconnected over 62,500 PV systems, 89% of which were residential homes, and which was a 38% growth over 2010. Thirteen utilities interconnected more than 1,000 PV systems and 22 interconnected more than 500 systems. To put this in perspective, about 350 non-solar power plants (> 1 MW) were expected across the entire U.S. in 2011. This annual volume of smaller, distributed solar interconnections is unlike anything the utility industry has previously managed, and conservative forecasts indicate that this number will grow to more than 150,000 interconnections in 2015.
This increase in interconnection requests has resulted in higher PV penetrations on many utility distribution systems. Continued robust growth in PV markets will inevitably result in more areas with high penetrations of PV resources. Although most utilities do not publish information about penetration levels on their distribution feeders, several regions of the country are clearly experiencing high penetrations due to the sheer volume and concentration of DG that has interconnected or is requesting interconnection. In Hawaii, for example, 20 percent of the distribution circuits are already above 15 percent of peak load, a common benchmark for high penetration.

It is also clear that these high-penetration solar regions have expanded beyond just California and Hawaii, and are now moving into Eastern states. In 2008, 93 percent of the nation’s total annual solar capacity was installed in the Western region. By 2011, however, Western states held only 61 percent of the nation’s annual installed solar capacity, and only two California utilities were among the top ten for Cumulative Solar Watts-per-Customer (see figure 3). Pepco, Inc., the parent company of Atlantic City Electric, the utility for many parts of southern New Jersey, has closed five of its distribution circuits to new generation because the circuits have reached operating voltage limits on account of high penetration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Watts (AC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not Ranked</td>
<td>Vineland Municipal Electric [NJ]</td>
<td>991.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Maui Electric Co. [HI]</td>
<td>209.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Blue Ridge Mountain EMC [GA]</td>
<td>194.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Atlantic City Electric [NJ]</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kauai Island Utility Co-op [HI]</td>
<td>179.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Arizona Public Service - APS [AZ]</td>
<td>176.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Southern California Edison [CA]</td>
<td>151.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Fayetteville Public Utilities [TN]</td>
<td>150.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hawaiian Electric Co. [HI]</td>
<td>148.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pacific Gas &amp; Electric [CA]</td>
<td>146.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As penetration levels rise, the need to take a closer look at the impacts of these generators, in the form of detailed interconnection studies, also rises. A detailed study frequently requires an upfront fee, can take months to complete, and can result in high upgrade costs. In addition, waiting for a study to be completed can cause delay for other applicants that may be seeking to interconnect to the same circuit but have to wait for the prior applicant to complete the process before they can move forward.

Members of the solar industry have identified the increased need for detailed studies as a market barrier to future development. As penetration levels increase, the combination of study costs, uncertainty, delays and upgrade costs can undermine otherwise positive project economics, especially for small projects. In localized areas, the cost of a large upgrade, such as replacing the conductors on a distribution feeder, can prove so burdensome for a single project, or group of projects, that neither the project nor the upgrade is completed. The problem is accentuated in areas with serial interconnection queues, where a large upgrade not only deters the current
project but also those projects behind it in the queue. The result is an interconnection upgrade bottleneck in high-penetration areas of the distribution system that eventually stymies DG development.

It is easy to understand the challenges that arise for the solar industry from the combination of increasing interconnection requests and more detailed studies. Less obvious are the difficulties that arise for utilities. Detailed studies can deplete utility resources as interconnection queues outpace the utility’s ability to process requests. Even in places where group study processes allow for the concurrent interconnection of large numbers of projects, detailed studies can overwhelm utility resources and require the use of outside consultants, which can increase interconnection timelines due to the additional time for information exchange between the consultant and the utility.\textsuperscript{13} Timelines for studies performed by external engineers are also dependent on those engineers’ availability, and delays can result.\textsuperscript{14}

Utilities have recently become the target of public criticism where interconnection processes have been unable to keep pace with customers’ choices to install DG. A recent article in Businessweek calls a common penetration screen, the 15 percent of peak load screen, a market obstacle for solar energy in the United States.\textsuperscript{15} Another example is a resolution passed by the County of Hawaii, the governing body of the island that shares the State’s name.\textsuperscript{16} The resolution encourages the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission to change Hawaii Electric Light Company’s (HELCO’s) existing interconnection process to allow higher levels of penetration before detailed study is required.\textsuperscript{17} The Hawaii resolution and Businessweek article demonstrate how, in high penetration areas, the public has become critical of interconnection processes that appear to limit customers’ ability to install DG.

**PENETRATION SCREENS ARE NOT SUFFICIENT**

Penetration screens can be helpful in achieving the dual objectives of an effective interconnection process: on the one hand maintaining the safety, reliability and power quality of electric power systems while on the other hand providing a transparent, efficient and cost-effective path to interconnection. From a technical standpoint, the risk of unintentional islanding, voltage deviations, protection miscoordination, and other negative impacts, increase as the capacity of installed DG on a circuit rises.\textsuperscript{18} Penetration screens serve as a gatekeeper in the interconnection process, increasing the level of review that is needed as DG penetration rises.\textsuperscript{19}

The federal SGIP and many state interconnection procedures allow interconnections to be expedited when penetration is less than 15 percent of peak load on a distribution feeder, so long as a number of additional technical screens that assess potential impacts are also passed.\textsuperscript{20} If all of the “initial review” screens are passed, an interconnection can be approved in as little as 10 to 20 business days.

There is presently no consensus on what level of review is needed for penetrations above 15 percent of peak load. There is, however, a growing recognition that DG capacity relative to minimum load is a more relevant consideration at higher penetrations than DG capacity relative to peak load. For example, utilities in Hawaii and California recently agreed to incorporate a 100 percent of minimum load threshold into their supplemental review processes.\textsuperscript{21} In California, if a generator fails the 15 percent of peak load screen during initial review, it will be required to
If it is determined that the aggregate generating capacity is less than 100 percent of minimum load (daytime minimum load for PV systems), a generator may be allowed to interconnect without detailed study.\textsuperscript{23} If the generating capacity exceeds 100 percent of minimum load, the generator will likely require detailed study.\textsuperscript{24}

In Hawaii, a similar process has been proposed that would require detailed study only when aggregate generation reaches 100 percent of minimum load, 75 percent of minimum load, or 15 percent of peak load, depending on the data available for the circuit in question.\textsuperscript{25} Similarly, FERC’s recent NOPR would revise the federal SGIP to reflect the approaches used in California and Hawaii, making detailed study more likely only above 100\% of minimum load.\textsuperscript{26} As we noted earlier, two studies, one from NREL and the other from NREL, DOE, Sandia and EPRI, support the use of a daytime minimum load screen for PV at high penetration levels.\textsuperscript{27}

Although penetration screens may be helpful in determining the level of review that is generally appropriate for interconnecting generators at different penetration levels, they do not provide much guidance regarding the ability of the local distribution system to accommodate a specific proposed generator at a specific point of interconnection. The ability of a distribution circuit to accommodate a generating facility without upgrades can vary significantly depending on the configuration of the local circuit and the generating facility type, size and location on the circuit. In locations that are experiencing high DG penetrations, many utilities are increasingly looking to determine the ability of existing circuits to host additional DG interconnections in an effort to expedite the review of interconnection applications.

**INNOVATIVE RESPONSES TO HIGH PENETRATION**

In recent years, a number of states and utilities have taken steps to streamline interconnection procedures to accommodate high DG deployment. The states of Massachusetts, California, Hawaii, and Pepco, the parent company of utilities in New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland, are leading the way to a more comprehensive understanding of the characteristics of the distribution system and its ability to host DG prior to interconnection requests being submitted.

**Massachusetts**

Observing that legislative and regulatory changes in the Commonwealth had markedly increased the number of requests to interconnect to the Commonwealth’s distribution systems,\textsuperscript{28} the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DPU) initiated two proceedings in the past few years to find ways to accommodate this growth. In March 2013, the DPU issued an order adopting certain recommendations from a collaborative stakeholder process to improve to Massachusetts’ interconnection procedures.\textsuperscript{29} The order adopts a number of revisions that reduce interconnection timelines, increase the transparency of the technical review screens the Massachusetts utilities apply, and improve the supplemental review process to allow more projects to qualify for expedited interconnection.\textsuperscript{30}

The DPU also opened an inquiry to study the “modernization” of the Commonwealth’s distribution system “over the short, medium and long term.”\textsuperscript{31} While focused on smart grid technologies, the order initiating the inquiry stresses the importance of studying and monitoring the impacts of DG on the distribution system. Stakeholders are considering how “the modern grid
… should be capable of fully integrating new distributed technologies.” Part of that task will include proposing regulatory changes to facilitate “grid modernization” that can integrate DG “in a strategic and cost-effective manner.”

**California**

A first step to streamlining interconnection in California was completed in September 2012 when the California Public Utilities Commission adopted a fourteen-party settlement agreement fundamentally redesigning Rule 21, California’s distribution-level interconnection tariff. The settlement, which includes as parties the State’s three investor-owned utilities, revises substantial portions of Rule 21’s expedited and supplemental review processes with the aim of improving efficiency, cost-effectiveness and transparency for developers. The decision adopting the settlement concluded the first phase of a two-phase proceeding aimed at resolving the viscosity and opacity in the State’s interconnection queues and procedures.

The second phase of the Rule 21 proceeding builds on other California initiatives to take a more holistic view of DG in the context of distribution planning. State law already requires California utilities to incorporate DG into utility distribution system planning and operations. In addition, a number of regulatory proceedings since 2003 have worked to integrate DG into California’s distribution system planning proceedings with the aim of deferring investment in distribution system infrastructure; however, these programs have largely remained unimplemented.

An innovative proposal in the second phase of the Rule 21 proceeding would use interconnection costs and timelines to incentivize DG siting in places that would defer distribution system investments. The proposal, one of a handful in the proceeding, relies on the principle that strategically located DG can “defer transformer and transmission line upgrades, extend equipment maintenance intervals, reduce electrical line, losses, and improve distribution system reliability, all with cost savings to utilities.” The proposal uses a series of metrics and distribution system characteristics to define low-cost areas to interconnect that are likely to have high value in terms of deferring investments in distribution infrastructure. If a project’s point of interconnection is in an area that meets the low-cost, high-value criteria, it will be able to interconnect to the distribution system for a fixed fee, regardless of any costs the project is assigned as part of an interconnection study.

A recently published Southern California Edison Company (SCE) report also emphasizes the importance of implementing California’s DG goals with strategic locational considerations. The report analyzes the system-wide distribution and interconnection costs of DG installations in SCE’s service territory and concludes that these costs decrease substantially if projects are sited in more urban areas where the distribution system is stiffer. The report advocates “appropriate incentives for developers to interconnect in preferred areas.” It also calls for further study of the SCE distribution and transmission systems in order to more precisely determine DG installation costs and to create location information to guide developers towards areas with lower costs to interconnect.

An on-going EPRI study, funded by the California Solar Initiative, is exploring methodologies to more quickly and accurately determine the hosting capacity for PV generation on individual distribution feeders. The study is in response to the increased pressure on California’s utilities...
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It examines a wide range of PV deployment scenarios and penetration levels on California feeders in order to determine the level at which utility operations are impacted. EPRI is building detailed distribution models to evaluate impacts of PV on the distribution system as part of the study. Preliminary results show that establishing a minimum hosting capacity, below which no impacts are anticipated regardless of a project’s size or location, and maximum hosting capacity, above which there are impacts regardless of a project’s size or location, may be a better approach than using proxy screens, such as 15% of peak load. EPRI hopes to use its study results to develop new interconnection screens that can reduce both interconnection study time and costs.

Pepco and New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland

Pepco is in the early stages of implementing a program to completely model its distribution system in response to high DG penetration levels. The utility has over 7,200 interconnected DG resources, and numerous distribution feeders in its New Jersey service territory have experienced high penetrations of solar DG. High penetration has even resulted in the company closing five of its feeders to further solar DG development. Initially, the deluge of PV system applications in its service territories caused the utility problems in meeting the timeframes in its interconnection procedures. Pepco recognized that with increased penetration it needed to find a better way to plan for DG resources and to invest in the development of an advance load flow program.

Pepco will utilize the advanced load flow model to conduct detailed DG impact studies. The Pepco approach will develop a model that includes both active and pending interconnection requests in its queue. It will then use time series models to show the impacts of those generators on the distribution system, identifying constraints based on voltage impacts, reverse flow, protection concerns and other criteria. The time series models will be based on historical Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) information as well as time series models of solar and other generation sources.

The program will provide stakeholders a faster response to the questions of what is the hosting capacity at a project’s location and what upgrades are needed. The program can also be used in high penetration studies. Pepco anticipates interconnection assessments for DG will eventually be “semi-automated” such that developers and utility engineers will know the impact of a proposed facility within days of the facility submitting a complete and valid interconnection request rather than weeks or months. Where design of major upgrades and engineering estimates are needed, response will still take longer than a few days. Pepco’s program will also allow the utility to consider mitigation strategies on both the customer and utility side of the point of interconnection.

Hawaii

Customers in many parts of the Hawaiian Electric Company’s (HECO’s) service territory are already unable to interconnect DG due to high penetration levels, and the associated detailed study fees and upgrade costs. In May 2012, the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission issued an order asking stakeholders to find ways to use PV system data to enhance the interconnection
screening process and increase DG penetration. In March 2013, a collaborative stakeholder effort, including members of the PV industry and HECO, culminated in a unanimously supported “Proactive Approach” proposal to plan for high penetrations of DG.

The Proactive Approach utilizes what is essentially a four-step process to integrate HECO’s interconnection and annual distribution planning functions in a forward-looking manner. During its annual distribution planning effort, the HECO utilities will:

1. Determine likely DG growth on its distribution system over one year, using its existing interconnection queue, along with other data points, to establish a reasonable forecast of anticipated DG development;
2. Study the aggregate generation of existing facilities and the hosting capacity of existing equipment on the distribution system, to determine the precise available capacity for additional DG.
3. Assess whether the hosting capacity of existing equipment can accommodate the anticipated DG growth; and
4. Proactively plan distribution system upgrades in areas where DG growth outpaces the distribution equipment’s hosting capacity.

The aim of the approach is to identify opportunities where infrastructure upgrades can accommodate both DG and load such that a greater number of generators and customers can benefit from system upgrades.

To achieve these ends, HECO will employ enhanced tools for modeling DG to inform distribution-level planning and operations. Those models will leverage PV production data, which members of the PV industry have voluntarily made available to HECO. The models will also use a network of HECO PV field monitors. When the utility identifies additional needs for monitoring data to populate its models, it will look to deploy additional utility field monitors or engage developers and customers to facilitate any necessary cooperation to gather owner- or customer-collected data.

The Hawaii Public Utilities Commission has not yet formally adopted the proposal. However, once approved, the HECO companies hope to implement the Proactive Approach in high-priority areas in 2013, with the aim to apply the approach to the entire distribution system by the end of 2015.

**INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTION PLANNING**

As the above examples illustrate, utilities in high penetration areas are increasingly looking to gain a better understanding of the amount of DG that can be accommodated without costly upgrades. These examples demonstrate the potential for more proactive interconnection and distribution planning to improve interconnection timelines, increase cost certainty and allow utilities to respond more efficiently to requests to interconnect DG.

Using these examples as a guide, this section looks to generalize and combine features of these efforts into a comprehensive approach, which we call Integrated Distribution Planning (IDP). IDP determines the hosting capacity of existing distribution circuits and identifies potential...
upgrades that may be needed to accommodate anticipated DG growth. IDP will allow utilities to process interconnection applications more efficiently without any reduction in the utility’s ability to maintain safety, reliability and power quality.

IDP proceeds in the five steps shown in Figure 4.

1. **Forecasting DG Growth on the Circuit**

Not all circuits are likely to experience the same level of DG growth; therefore not all circuits will benefit equally from proactive study. Some circuits may be in locations that are not well suited for development while others may be in locations where there is significant interest. IDP efforts should focus on circuits where significant additional DG deployment is likely. One potential trigger point for determining when IDP efforts may prove effective is when circuit penetration level passes 15% of peak load. Another possibility would be to proactively study a circuit if the forecasted growth for that circuit exceeds some pre-determined percentage of minimum load, which could be utility-specific.

Regardless of the approach taken for determining when to proactively study a circuit, it will be helpful to have a reasonable forecast of DG growth to determine the amount of DG that may need to be accommodated. One way to construct a forecast for DG growth is to take the utility’s existing interconnection queue and add to it a reasonable prediction of DG capacity growth during the study period. There are numerous factors that can impact a forecast of incremental DG growth that may need to be accommodated, including data regarding utility DG procurement programs, the typical size of generating facilities that have sought interconnection, project success rates within those programs, PV pricing trends, and federal, state and local policy activity. Other elements normally modeled in a distribution planning study can also be included, such as anticipated changes in load profiles, demand response programs and energy efficiency installations.
2. Establishing the Hosting Capacity and Allowable Penetration Level

The hosting capacity of a distribution circuit is the maximum amount of generation the circuit can host without upgrades while maintaining safety, reliability and power quality. There are many factors that affect a circuit’s hosting capacity, including circuit characteristics and the size and location of proposed facilities. Without these details, it is difficult to pinpoint exact hosting capacity. Nonetheless, a proactive circuit study can identify circuit characteristics that may need to be modified if forecasted levels of DG growth materialize. That will allow estimates of hosting capacity to be made on the distribution circuits, which builds confidence within the utility that system impacts are unlikely for generators of certain types and sizes.\(^7\)

The estimate of hosting capacity should reveal the allowable penetration levels that may be accommodated without the need for distribution upgrades. With this approach, allowable penetration levels will be more closely related to the actual engineering limits of the infrastructure being studied, and therefore will establish a more precise alternative to using the simple rules of thumb that are incorporated into interconnection processes. The penetration levels will show the amount of generation allowable on a circuit up to the circuit’s hosting capacity, and generators of certain types and sizes that are below the allowable penetration level should be able to interconnect simply and quickly without detailed study or even supplemental review.

3. Determining Available Capacity on the Distribution Circuit

Once the hosting capacity and allowable penetration levels are established, the utility can determine the remaining capacity available on a distribution circuit, that is, the known maximum MW value of DG that can be connected before an upgrade is required (see figure 5). This number may need to be differentiated by generator types, sizes and locations. This metric reveals a circuit’s remaining ability to absorb new projects before upgrades will be needed, signaling to utilities and developers where these circuits exist.

*Figure 5: Forecasted Generation is Less than Infrastructure’s Hosting Capacity*
4. **Planning Upgrades and Expediting Interconnection Procedures Based on IDP**

Forecasted DG development may push penetration levels past the hosting capacity, meaning anticipated DG growth will consume all available capacity. Through IDP, the utility can identify the technical factor limiting the hosting capacity of the circuit. That is, the utility may be able to determine whether interconnecting DG beyond the hosting capacity requires a major upgrade, such as replacing a transformer, or a relatively minor change, such as changing local settings on protection or control devices. This data can be used in two ways. First, it can be used on an aggregate level as an input to inform the remainder of the utility’s distribution planning effort, giving the utility the opportunity to identify and prioritize the possible upgrades to distribution infrastructure that would be required to accommodate anticipated DG growth (see figure 6). Second, it can be used on a project-by-project basis to inform the interconnection screens and procedures that are applied to each facility individually.

5. **Publishing the Results**

Ideally, a utility will publish the available capacity and nature of the upgrades needed for the distribution infrastructure studied, and the location and timing of any planned upgrades that would affect hosting capacity. These results can be made public through a website, provided in response to requests from project developers, or included in utility locational value maps, depending on the confidentiality and critical infrastructure considerations that apply to the utility.
THE BENEFITS OF ADVANCED PLANNING FOR HIGH PENETRATIONS

IDP may provide a number of benefits to utilities and developers, including more efficient planning, improved interconnection timelines, and reduced interconnection costs. This section introduces these benefits.

Optimal Distribution System Planning

IDP allows utilities to proactively plan more efficient and cost-effective upgrades. For example, a utility can determine where a small fix in a strategic location can benefit a number of generators. It also allows the utility to consider upgrades that can be shared between interconnecting projects, across any number of distribution feeders or a network, or between load and generation. The result is upgrade costs can be spread more evenly among the parties that benefit. Moreover, the upgrades can be planned more efficiently, where electrically related projects and load can share the cost of an upgrade that benefits both. These cost allocation options are at the core of interconnection policy, and are discussed further below.

Improved Interconnection Timelines

IDP will allow a utility to measure penetration levels and hosting capacity in a particular area, and use this information to more efficiently evaluate interconnection requests during the initial or supplemental review study phases. Better knowledge of the existing penetration levels and available capacity allows utilities to replace proxy interconnection screens, such as the 15 percent of peak load penetration screen, with screens tailored to the distribution infrastructure itself. For example, certain projects will pass Hawaii’s new proposed penetration screen in supplemental review if aggregate generation on a circuit falls below the hosting capacity determined through the Proactive Approach. Better screens allow the utility to interconnect more projects using expedited interconnection procedures, such as fast track and supplemental review, and with more confidence than that derived from proxy screens. In turn, IDP will reduce the workload on utility engineers and make it easier for a utility to meet interconnection timelines.

Proactive planning will also allow a utility to determine potential upgrades for projects in a particular area before a utility studies those projects, meaning shorter timelines for projects that fail fast track and supplemental review. In California and Hawaii, IDP will complement new “Quick Review” features that are embedded in interconnection procedures. Rule 21 in California gives utilities discretion to avoid pushing projects into detailed study when a project fails a screen, allowing the utility to determine with a quick review of the failed screen a solution to address the issue. Hawaii has proposed a similar process. Through IDP, a utility will know many upgrade requirements in advance of applying the interconnection screens. Thus, when a generator fails a fast track or supplemental review screen in an area that has undergone IDP, the utility may already know the upgrade needed without having to conduct further study.

Finally, some utilities contract with independent consultants to conduct supplemental review and detailed interconnection studies. A utility’s ability to meet interconnection timelines, therefore, depends on the availability of consultants with an intimate knowledge of the utility’s distribution system. A reduction in the need for detailed studies may reduce the need for outside consultants and result in a better ability to meet timelines.
Cost Reductions for Both Developers and Utilities

The decreased need for detailed studies resulting from IDP may provide cost advantages for utilities. Without a means to accommodate increased distribution-level interconnection requests, a utility will see the need for detailed studies increase as DG penetrations increase. Detailed studies require utility engineers to intensively investigate the impact of interconnecting generators on existing facilities, load and distribution infrastructure. Streamlining interconnection through IDP will allow more projects to avoid detailed study, which will reduce the engineering resources utilities must expend or procure to study each applicant.

IDP also provides cost benefits for developers. High penetrations are indicative of a likelihood of needed upgrades, which are frequently funded by project developers. For wholesale projects, a database of feeder penetrations and available interconnection capacity can be valuable to developers looking for low-cost places to interconnect. For developers with little choice about where to interconnect, such as on-site generators, IDP can set expectations regarding the potential for upgrade costs and, therefore, reduce investment risk through increased cost certainty.

POTENTIAL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

A number of issues may arise in implementing an IDP framework. This section introduces some of those issues and discusses potential solutions.

Data

The implementation of IDP allows a utility to estimate the hosting capacity, existing DG penetration, and needed upgrades for a studied system. The tools to establish these metrics include access to distribution system modeling that can include DG, specifications on the physical limitations of utility infrastructure, methodologies and data to measure minimum load, access to DG output data, and a system to store and manage both minimum load and output data. While at first blush the development of these tools appears cost prohibitive, a number of solutions may already exist, or are in development, to allow IDP to go forward in a cost-effective manner.

Distribution system planning already requires utilities to model the physical limitations of equipment in relation to load patterns. There are numerous different types of models employed to determine the upgrades required to accommodate changes in load, some of which may be adapted to include DG. In Hawaii, HECO plans to continue to utilize its existing distribution system planning software to model DG and implement the Proactive Approach. On the other hand, Pepco invested in developing a new advanced load flow model with a DG impact assessment tool to model its entire distribution and transmission system. Both experiences suggest that a number of different tools are now, or will soon be, able to model DG for the purposes of IDP.

Currently, few utilities collect enough information to measure minimum load at the feeder level. However, it is not strictly necessary for a utility to install additional load monitoring equipment on all distribution circuits in order to implement IDP. Methodologies exist to estimate minimum loads with levels of accuracy sufficient for planning, including the use of standard load profiles for various customer classes, which many utilities maintain and update on an annual basis.79
Other modeling methods are also available for calculating or estimating minimum load that may be similar to methods used for determining peak load levels of circuits. If a reasonable method to estimate minimum load data is unavailable, utilities can target high penetration areas first for the installation of monitoring equipment and later expand to other areas of the distribution system.

Output data from DG facilities are also needed to populate utility power flow models. As more utilities install SCADA systems and roll out smart grid features there will be an increasing amount of historical data available. Pepco’s time series models will be based on historical SCADA, solar and customer-use data. EPRI’s study validates its modeling using data obtained from EPRI-provided monitoring equipment at existing PV facilities and one-second PV production data from selected distribution circuits via field monitoring. HECO’s Proactive Approach will use a combination of historical SCADA data, data from utility field monitors and production data that has been voluntarily offered by members of the PV industry.

The Hawaii solution is worth noting. Historical data can go a long way towards building a utility’s understanding of DG’s impacts on a circuit, validating its modeling of those impacts, and greatly improving the accuracy of measurements to establish penetration levels and hosting capacity. Normally, a suggestion to share data with utilities in real time causes developers to wince since it is frequently associated with SCADA, which is frequently, although erroneously, associated with allowing a utility to control the output of a solar facility. Further, the provision of real time or one-to-five second production data can be very costly due to the fiber optic or cellular equipment needed for near-instantaneous communication. However, the approach in Hawaii shows that useful data can be historical, does not need to be SCADA quality, can be communicated using existing Internet connections, and can be anywhere from 2-second to 15-minute data. Moreover, an informal IREC survey of inverter manufacturers, data monitoring companies and solar developers confirms that many companies across the country already record data for customers that would be useful to utilities and can be communicated for low cost.

The solution to a perceived lack of data, it seems, is simply cooperation between utilities and the PV industry.

Another related issue is the significant technical challenge surrounding the utility’s ability to store and manage large amounts of data. However, the HECO and Pepco approaches suggest that this issue can also be addressed.

**Building Upgrades and Allocating Costs to Projects**

Two key issues that will need to be addressed when implementing IDP is how distribution upgrade costs will be allocated and whether utilities should install upgrades before an interconnecting generator that will need that upgrade is proposed. The necessary solutions will vary for different utilities and states, given each jurisdiction’s existing policy for cost allocation of both interconnection upgrades and distribution system planning upgrades. However, it should be noted that utilities and regulators have long wrestled with the issue of allocating infrastructure upgrade costs between load and generation, and it is likely that established approaches on that issue could be applied to IDP.

Two such approaches may be especially useful in this context. The first approach allocates costs
of service to the class of customers that benefits from the capital improvements. This approach could be applied to customers that install DG to serve onsite electrical needs, such as small net-metered systems (less than 10 kW), which are typically installed by the residential class of customers. Such projects will likely avoid upgrade costs because the upgrades necessary to accommodate them are also likely to benefit, and therefore be shared by, the full rate class. For example, when performing a distribution planning study, small-scale generators with widespread distribution look very similar to a highly effective energy efficiency program that decreases the load on the circuit. This reduction in load reduces the growth rates on distribution circuits and may allow for the postponement of capital upgrades, which is a net benefit. Similar arguments can be made for larger systems connected on commercial customer sites that are non-exporting.

The second approach allocates costs to the customers who caused those costs to be incurred. This principle could impact other classes of interconnecting DG, typically MW-scale, wholesale DG plants that are discrete systems seeking new services to interconnect and are not net-metered systems behind an existing service. Thus, cost causality could apply to this class of DG just as it would for a new load seeking to receive service from the utility. Under this second principle, the cost for the upgrades identified through the IDP process would be assigned to all DG in the “study group” based on each facility’s contribution to the need for an upgrade.

With regard to completing upgrades in advance, the IDP process contains a level of uncertainty regarding the amount of DG growth that may ultimately seek interconnection. Thus, it is possible that upgrades could be planned and built for DG projects that do not come to fruition, potentially leaving utilities unable to recover the costs of those upgrades. However, general utility planning principles exist that can shed light on potential solutions. Utilities already contend with right-sizing issues when planning for load. Load anticipated during distribution planning may not appear for any number of reasons dealing with economic pressures and planned development. Mechanisms and planning methodologies that currently exist to prevent over-building a distribution system on account of a lack of anticipated load could be applied to similar risks related to IDP, at least with regard to small net-metered systems and larger non-exporting systems where costs are allocated to members of an appropriate rate class. Because most distribution planning processes are conducted annually, forecasts can be revised frequently. Such an approach would require a sufficient and clear indication from regulators to utilities that investments made on behalf of anticipated DG would qualify for cost recovery in the same manner as investments made on behalf of load.

While these existing approaches are helpful as a starting point, cost allocation requires a more thorough exploration. We expect to supplement the broad concepts discussed above with further detail in a follow-up paper.

**CONCLUSION**

The success of programs to encourage distribution-level resources is quickly overwhelming existing utility interconnection procedures. The proactive modeling and planning approaches within IDP leverage existing tools to allow utilities flexibility and foresight in accommodating high penetrations. As the amount of DG on distribution circuits increases, IDP allows utilities to continue to apply technically rigorous interconnection screens without sacrificing efficiency, transparency and economy.
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Proactive Approach Summary.

EPRI Presentation.

Rule 14H Recommendation, Screen 12 (“If minimum load data is not available and must be calculated or estimated, Screen 12 defaults to the higher of either 75% of the estimated/calculated minimum load or a percentage of minimum load predetermined and posted by the utility for that feeder.”).

Rule 21 § G.2.

Rule 14H, Appendix III §§ 2(d), 3(c).


Pepco Presentation.

EPRI Presentation.

Hawaii PV Monitoring Report.

IREC conducted informal telephone and e-mail surveys from June through August 2012 with the following companies and organizations: Itron, Inc., SMA, RevoluSun, Rising Sun Solar, and Solar City.